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Abstrat
Most popular, modern network simulators, suh
as ns, are targeted towards simulating low-level
protool details. These existing simulators are
not intended for simulating large distributed ap-
pliations with many hosts and many onurrent
onnetions over long periods of simulated time.
We introdue a new simulator, Narses, targeted
towards large distributed appliations. The goal
of Narses is to simulate and validate large appli-
ations eiently using network models of vary-
ing levels of detail. We introdue several sim-
plifying assumptions that allow our simulator to
sale to the needs of large distributed applia-
tions while maintaining a reasonable degree of
auray. Initial results show up to a 45 times
speedup while onsuming 28% of the memory
used by ns. Narses maintains a reasonable de-
gree of auray  within 8% on average.
1 Introdution
With the reent surge of interest in peer-to-
peer omputing, the need to simulate very large
sale distributed appliations over Internet-like
topologies has beome apparent. Simulation re-
sults of appliations suh as Gnutella and Freenet
exist [3, 8℄, but these simulations do not model
network behavior suh as propagation delay, traf-
 interdependanies, and ongestion. An exam-
ple of a peer-to-peer appliation that may have
benetted from network simulation is Gnutella.
In August of 2000, the Gnutella network ol-
lapsed and fragmented into smaller networks be-
ause the ood-based nature of its le queries
overwhelmed peers with lower bandwidths[2℄. As
a result, the total amount of data available to
any peer in the network dereased drastially. If
Gnutella had been simulated with a large number
of nodes, this problem ould have been addressed
in the design phases of the protool rather than
ex post fato.
Currently, network simulators are used mainly
to study lower-layer network dynamis. These
simulators an haraterize the behavior of dif-
ferent avors of TCP or dierent IP routing pro-
tools. Beause they are targeted towards the
study of lower layers, they have very detailed
models of the lower network stak. However, be-
ause of these simulators' level of detail at lower
layers, simulating appliations like Gnutella or
higher-layer protools is very expensive.
Network simulators suh as ns [5℄ are gener-
ally disrete-event paket-based simulators. This
means that every paket in the simulation be-
omes an event that must be managed in a en-
tral event queue. As desribed by Ahn and
Danzig [1℄, the size of the event queue in dis-
rete event paket simulators an have a serious
impat on the performane of the simulator.
Furthermore, eah paket must be proessed
by detailed models of network layers, whih on-
sumes proessing time. Researhers wanting to
know the behavior of a simulated appliation
may not are to know detailed information about
the lower layer protools as long as the results
ahieved by the simulator are fairly lose to real-
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ity.
To simulate large distributed appliations and
protools, we have developed a simulator that
sales up to large topologies, large numbers of
onnetions, and is able to simulate over long
periods of simulation time at varying levels of
detail. Narses provides several network models
that trade between fast runtimes and auray.
The models are easily interhangeable, so appli-
ations an be quikly prototyped using fast but
less aurate models and then simulated with
more detailed network models. Narses thus lies
someplae between paket-level simulators and
analytial models in terms of its ompromise be-
tween speed and auray.
Narses redues the omplexity of simulations
by approximating the behavior of the physi-
al, link, network, and transport layers. Narses
ahieves this approximation with two simplia-
tions. First, Narses redues memory and om-
putational requirements by simulating at the
ow level rather than at the paket level. Se-
ond, Narses assumes that there are no bottlenek
bandwidths in the ore of the topology simulated.
This simpliation implies that not all topologies
are appropriate for simulation by Narses.
While the oarse-grain study of appliations'
funtional behavior is a main goal of Narses, we
nonetheless present timing results for our most
detailed network model. We have run experi-
ments omparing its timing results with those of
ns. Speially, we simulate end hosts transmit-
ting hunks of data bak and forth and measure
the average time it takes to omplete eah ow.
Our results show up to 45 times improvement
in simulator run times versus ns while only us-
ing 28% of the memory onsumed by ns. The
simulated ompletion times maintain an average
auray of 8%.
2 Narses
Narses is a Java-based network simulator tar-
geted towards large distributed appliations.
Narses provides simulated appliations with a
transport layer interfae through whih the ap-
pliation an send and reeive data. The trans-
port layer interfae is very similar to a UNIX
soket interfae, whih allows users to port their
simulated appliations easily to a real operating
system.
One goal of Narses is to allow eient har-
aterization of large distributed appliations by
oering several network models that an be easily
interhanged to provide the best tradeo between
speed and auray. For example, Narses oers a
naive network model that does not take the ef-
fets of ross-tra into aount, but is very sim-
ple and fast to exeute. This model an be used
to prototype an appliation protool to verify its
orretness. When the appliation has been de-
bugged, the naive model an be swithed with
a more detailed network model to haraterize
the appliation's behavior on a more realisti net-
work. The rest of this paper desribes the most
detailed  and thus most expensive  of Narses'
network models: the bandwidth-share model.
The main goal of Narses' bandwidth-share
model is to provide an approximation of a TCP-
like transport protool to simulated appliations.
The model attempts to repliate the sharing of
link bandwidth between independent ows. TCP
ows running over the same link independently
interat with eah other and the router queue for
that link to divide the bandwidth of that link
amongst themselves. The alloation of band-
width is not neessarily fair, but it does allow
eah ow to use some of the link's bandwidth.
The simulator attempts to reet this sharing of
bandwidth among ows and to take into aount
tra interdependenies.
To ahieve this maro-level approximation of
TCP, Narses makes two simplifying assumptions,
whih are detailed in the next two setions.
2.1 Flow Simulation
The rst simplifying assumption is that Narses
abstrats individual paket information into the
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the onept of a ow. In Narses, a ow is any
semantially meaningful hunk of bytes that is
passed down to the transport layer to send to a
reipient.
Simulating at the granularity of a ow redues
the runtime of simulations for several reasons.
By grouping pakets into ows, Narses redues
the total number of events in the simulation.
Furthermore, the redution in the number of
events in the system also redues the memory
onsumed by simulations. In paket level simu-
lations, header information for every paket on-
sumes memory. With ow simulation, the header
information for eah paket is subsumed into a
more ompat, summarized form that desribes
the entire ow.
2.2 Bottlenek Link
The seond simplifying assumption Narses makes
is that no bottlenek link exists in the ore of the
network throughout the simulation. This means
that transfers between two end hosts are limited
by their rst-link onnetions to the network. For
example, a DSL user downloading ontent from a
CDN would be limited by the speed of the CDN's
link and the DSL link. In this ase, the DSL link
would most likely be the limiting fator.
With this assumption, Narses does not have
to simulate intermediate routers in the network.
With traditional paket-based simulators, pak-
ets must travel hop by hop through the network
and be inspeted by the network layer protool
at eah router. Narses only has to deide how to
divide available bandwidth between ows enter-
ing and leaving end hosts.
2.3 Bandwidth-share Model
Sine Narses uses ows and assumes no interme-
diate bottlenek links, its job is simple - alloate
bandwidth to all ative ows in the simulation in
a way that mimis TCP's bandwidth alloations
aross an Internet-like network.
Narses alloates bandwidth to ows using a
tehnique we all minimum-share alloation. Us-
ing the bottlenek link assumption, the maxi-
mum bandwidth available to a ow is the min-
imum of the bandwidth available at its soure
and destination. A ow's share of an end host's
bandwidth is the bandwidth of the end host's
onnetion to the network divided by the num-
ber of ows sent or reeived by that node.
When a ow starts or ompletes, the band-
width shares of every other ow on the sending
node and the reeiving node hange. Figure 1 is
a ommuniations graph (not a topology graph)
that illustrates how realloation is done. In this
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Figure 1: Communiation graph in whih ow
a has ompleted and ow b may now onsume
more of end host Y's bandwidth.
desription, we refer to an end host's bandwidth
as the bandwidth of an end host's rst link on-
netion to the network. In the gure, end host Y
reeives two ows a and b. Thus the bandwidth
share at Y for all of its ows is Y's bandwidth
divided by 2. End host Z sends three ows, so
the bandwidth share for eah ow at Z is the
bandwidth of Z divided by 3. Therefore, ow
b's bandwidth is alulated using the minimum
share alloation: min(Zbandwidth
3
,
Y
bandwidth
2
).
Assume now that ow a ompletes. Only one
ow is reeived by Y, so b's bandwidth share
at Y inreases. b's bandwidth alloation is now
min(Zbandwidth
3
,
Y
bandwidth
1
). Note that sine the
number of ows entering or leaving Z did not
hange, ows  and d do not need to be reallo-
ated bandwidth. One benet of the bandwidth-
share model is that the initiation or ompletion
of a ow auses only a limited number of ows
3
to be realloated, as seen in the above example.
2.4 Limitations
Beause of the simplifying assumptions we make,
Narses has a number of limitations that do not
apply to general purpose paket-based network
simulators.
First, Narses annot simulate topologies with
bottlenek links that are not rst-hop links. This
means that it is restrited to Internet-like hierar-
hial topologies without internal bottleneks.
Seond, Narses annot simulate dierent bit
error rates for physial hannels. This is not too
muh of a limitation for wired networks where
bit error rates are typially very low and un-
hanging. However, wireless networks have muh
higher bit error rates and bursty losses, all of
whih wreak havo with traditional TCP imple-
mentations. Beause of these fators, we do not
use Narses to simulate wireless networks.
Finally, Narses is targeted towards applia-
tions, so simulations onerning lower-layer pro-
tool dynamis are not possible with Narses. For
lower layer information, traditional network sim-
ulators should be used instead.
3 Evaluation
In this setion we explain our experimental
methodology and give preliminary results using
the bandwidth-share model.
3.1 Methodology
We evaluate the auray of Narses' bandwidth-
share model by running idential simulation se-
narios in Narses and in ns and omparing the
results. Eah simulation is generated by trans-
ferring ows of data between random end hosts.
In the ns simulations, a ow is simulated by send-
ing a hunk of bytes over a TCP onnetion. The
ows are all of the same size.
In eah simulation, we measure the simulated
ompletion time of eah ow. By simulated om-
pletion time of a ow, we mean the lateny in
simulation time units from start to nish of the
ow. All simulated ompletion times were av-
eraged together and ompared with the average
simulated ompletion time of the other simulator.
We measure simulated ow ompletion times be-
ause appliations regard eah ow as a single
message that is to be servied when it has been
ompletely reeived.
The topology was reated using the GT-ITM
topology generator[7℄. The topology is a transit-
stub model network ontaining 600 nodes with
no bottlenek links between end hosts. Through-
out the simulations, the average round-trip path
lateny in ns is 96ms with a maximum lateny
of 190 ms. The average round-trip path lateny
in Narses is 88ms with a maximum lateny of
158ms. This disrepany is due to the fat that
the ns simulations use hierarhial addressing,
whih lowers the routing table size per node from
O(n) to O(log(n)) but sometimes hooses non-
optimal routes. Narses uses an optimal minimum
spanning tree rooted at eah node whih on-
sumes O(n) spae per node. The disrepany in
round-trip times adds some error into Narses' a-
uray results but does not aet the simulation
runtime results or memory onsumption results.
Our simulation mahine is a dual 2.4GHz Xeon
with 2GB of RAM running RedHat Linux 8.0.
3.2 Auray
To test the auray of Narses, we simulated
10000 simultaneous ows of the same size and
measured their simulated ompletion times. We
then varied the size of the ows and alulated
the average simulated ompletion time for eah
ow size. Figure 2 shows these results. For a ow
size of 200KB, for example, Narses' results dier
by 1.53s, whih is a 7.6% dierene.
3.3 Runtime
Figure 3 shows the runtime of the same experi-
ment performed in setion 3.2. As ow size in-
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Figure 2: Average ow ompletion times (in sim-
ulation time). Flow sizes vary between 10KB and
200KB.
reases, ns slows down beause there are more to-
tal pakets that must be dealt with in the ourse
of the simulation. As desribed earlier, the larger
number of pakets inreases the main event queue
size. Additionally, ns must perform routing and
TCP omputations on a larger number of pak-
ets. Narses' runtime remains onstant and is 45
times faster than ns with a ow size of 200KB.
It should be noted that Narses is implemented
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Figure 3: Runtime of the simulations.
in Java while ns is implemented in C++, whih
gives ns a runtime advantage.
3.4 Memory Consumption
Figure 4 shows the memory onsumed as the ow
size is held onstant at 200KB and the number of
ows is varied from 5000 random ows to 40000
random ows. At 40000 ows, Narses onsumes
28% of the memory that ns onsumes.
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Figure 4: Memory onsumption.
4 Related Work
The most losely related work to this work is
the FlowSim simulator by Ahn and Danzig[1℄.
FlowSim is a paket-level disrete-event simula-
tor that aggregates losely spaed pakets on a
link with the same soure and destination into a
paket train. Pakets that have the same soure
and destination but are not losely spaed are not
aggregated, whereas Narses aggregates all paket
information, regardless of paket spaing.
Another interesting abstration tehnique was
investigated by Huang and Heidemann [4℄. They
develop a tehnique to simulate bakground TCP
tra in a memory-eient manner. To save
memory, they model TCP onnetions using
nite-state mahines that approximate the be-
havior of TCP. The FSM representation of TCP
means that TCP state variables, timers, and
other spae is not needed for most onnetions.
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5 Future Work
Sine Narses is written in Java, the simulator re-
lies on Java's garbage olletor to manage mem-
ory. In simulations with large numbers of ows,
many transient ow objets are reated and left
to the garbage olletor to relaim. We are
urrently implementing a memory manager that
reuses frequently used objets. We expet this
to improve runtime performane and possibly de-
rease the amount of memory onsumed.
The real utility of Narses is in measuring large
distributed appliations. Narses is urrently be-
ing used to study several distributed systems,
inluding CUP [6℄. We also plan to imple-
ment several large distributed appliations suh
as Gnutella that have been well studied. We will
simulate these appliations using Narses to hek
whether Narses reprodues behaviors known to
exist in the real appliations.
Another desired diretion for Narses is to ex-
plore network emulation. Other disrete event
simulators suh as ns have support for emulat-
ing the behavior of a real network in real time.
We wish to investigate the feasibility of network
emulation using a ow-based simulator.
6 Conlusion
We have developed an appliation-level simula-
tor, Narses, that an simulate large numbers of
hosts, large numbers of onurrent onnetions,
and long periods of time. We have built a disrete
event, TCP-ow based simulator that elides in-
dividual paket information but still reets the
impat of tra interdependenes. Our results
show our tehnique to be reasonably aurate
while being more salable than paket-level sim-
ulation.
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